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Immediately after that, the assassin’s struggling body fell weakly, with
panic and pain still remaining on his face, and then he completely stopped
moving.
Lin Ziming let go, and his body fell to the ground.
This scene can be said to be too subversive for everyone present, and
everyone was stunned at once, all of them dumbfounded, with an
unbelievable expression.
Especially for Alice and Prince William, their eyes were as big as bells, and
they were completely dumbfounded. They couldn’t recover for a long time.
They had never thought that Lin Ziming would be so powerful.
At this moment, the assassin who looked fierce and unbeatable was pinched
to death.
This feeling is really subversive. It’s like a weak woman who easily
squeezed a strong man to death. This is simply unscientific.
For the other assassins, it was also an extremely shocking picture. They had
all looked at Lin Ziming just now and determined that Lin Ziming was just
an ordinary person.
But the strength that Lin Ziming showed now was far beyond their
expectations!
But after all, they are professional killers, and each of them is extraordinary,
and they quickly reacted.
The assassin leader’s pupils shrank suddenly, revealing an expression of
horror, because even he hadn’t noticed how Lin Ziming made the move!
The point is that Lin Ziming doesn’t have any strong aura now, which is too
unscientific.
“You! Who are you!?”
The killer leader stretched his muscles to the nearest instant, as if he was
facing a big enemy.
The other killers also reacted instantly at this moment, all of them tense,
staring at Lin Ziming, as long as the killer commanded them, they would
attack Lin Ziming!
After Lin Ziming put down the killer’s corpse, he was not in a hurry to make
a move. Instead, he glanced across all the killers, his eyes were like laser
scanners, and he kept the killer’s data in his mind, and He began to quickly
calculate how long it would take him to get rid of these killers in one fell
swoop.
“Lin Ziming.”
After hearing Lin Ziming’s words, none of these assassins had any reaction.
Obviously, they didn’t know Lin Ziming.
This made Lin Ziming somewhat puzzled.
You know, since the Kung Fu Cup, he is not an unknown junior. For the
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warriors of the whole world, he should be known to him.
And these assassins in front of them are all masters of the Innate Realm, and
logically speaking, they should know him.
However, looking at their reaction now, it’s obvious that they don’t know
him.
This shows that people in the sect do not care about things in the country
and society?
Or are they ignorant?
In any case, it is a good thing for Lin Ziming, so that he can save a little
effort.
Alice covered her mouth, looked at Lin Ziming incredulously, and
exclaimed, “Lin, you…”
Lin Ziming turned her head and smiled brightly at her, and said: “Alice, I
told you that I will protect you, have you forgotten?”
Hearing this sentence, Alice’s heart suddenly throbbed, and there was an
unspeakable emotion!
As for Prince William, he was also dumbfounded, with a skeptical
expression on his life. He didn’t even think that this Chinese really had such
a powerful strength.
“It seems that I underestimated you, not thinking that you are still a master.”
There was a harsh sound in the killer’s mouth, and then he snapped his
fingers, and without too much verbosity, he directly ordered the killers to
take action against Lin Ziming.
The order given to him above was to take down Prince William and Alice
by all means, and now Lin Ziming’s shot was an accident for them, but it
was nothing more than that, and could not stop their mission.
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